First airborne water vapor lidar measurements in the tropical upper troposphere and mid-latitudes lower stratosphere: accuracy evaluation and intercomparisons with other instruments
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Abstract

In the tropics, deep convection is the major source of uncertainty in water vapor transport to the upper troposphere and into the stratosphere. Although accurate measurements in this region would be of first order importance to better understand the processes that govern stratospheric water vapor concentrations and trends in the context of a changing climate, they are sparse because of instrumental shortcomings and observational challenges. Therefore, the Falcon research aircraft of the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) flew a zenith-viewing water vapor differential absorption lidar (DIAL) during the Tropical Convection, Cirrus and Nitrogen Oxides Experiment (TROCCINOX) in 2004 and 2005 in Brazil. The measurements were performed alternatively on three water vapor absorption lines of different strength around 940 nm. These are the first aircraft DIAL measurements in the tropical upper troposphere and in the mid-latitudes lower stratosphere. A sensitivity analysis reveals that the DIAL profiles have an accuracy of ∼5% between altitudes of 8 and 16 km. This is confirmed by intercomparisons with the Fast In-situ Stratospheric Hygrometer (FISH) and the Fluorescent Advanced Stratospheric Hygrometer (FLASH) onboard the Russian M-55 Geophysica research aircraft during five coordinated flights. The average relative differences between FISH and DIAL amount to −3%±8% and between FLASH and DIAL to −8%±14%, negative meaning DIAL is more humid. The average distance between the probed air masses was 129 km. The DIAL is found to have no altitude- or latitude-dependent bias. A comparison with the balloon ascent of a laser absorption spectrometer gives an average difference of 0%±19% at a distance of 75 km. Six tropical DIAL under-flights of the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) on board ENVISAT show a mean difference of −8%±49% at an average distance of 315 km. While the comparison with MIPAS is somewhat less significant due to poorer comparison conditions, the agreement with the in-situ hygrometers provides evidence of the excellent quality of FISH, FLASH and DIAL. Most DIAL profiles exhibit a smooth exponential decrease of water vapor mixing ratio in the tropical
upper troposphere to lower stratosphere transition. The hygropause with a minimum mixing ratio of $\sim 2.5 \, \mu \text{mol/mol}$ is found between 15 and 16 km, 1 to 2 km beneath the local tropopause. A high-resolution (2 km horizontal, $\sim 200$ m vertical) DIAL cross section through the anvil outflow of tropical convection shows that the ambient humidity is increased by a factor of three across 100 km.

1 Introduction

Water vapor is a key atmospheric trace gas with important implications for both weather and climate: stratospheric water vapor plays an important role in the radiation budget of the troposphere; water vapor in the middle and upper troposphere accounts for a large part of the atmospheric greenhouse effect and is believed to be an important amplifier of climate change (Held and Soden, 2000). Changes in upper-tropospheric water vapor in response to a warming climate are the subject of significant debate (Trenberth et al., 2007). For example, indirect effects through changing cirrus or convective clouds could impact the radiation balance of the upper troposphere (UT) and lower stratosphere (LS). In the stratosphere the level of scientific understanding of water vapor trends and of radiative forcing by water vapor is very low (Forster et al., 2007). Global climate-chemistry model simulations show a linear relationship between ozone reduction and stratospheric water vapor increase via the augmentation of the presence of OH radicals and polar stratospheric clouds (Stenke and Grewe, 2005). The two principal sources for water in the stratosphere are methane oxidation and transport from the troposphere. The latter is difficult to quantify because the particular thermodynamical conditions in the UT/LS (low temperature, pressure and water vapor; high solar irradiance) lead to chemical and nucleation processes different from those known elsewhere in the atmosphere. Laboratory data of surface nucleation and field data on particle properties are presently too limited to allow any conclusions to be drawn (Peter et al., 2006).

In the tropics the “tropical tropopause layer” (TTL) couples the Hadley circulation of the mainly convectively driven tropical troposphere with the much slower Brewer-
Dobson circulation of the predominantly radiatively controlled stratosphere. It is commonly defined as the layer extending from the level of main convective outflow to the cold point tropopause. Laterally the TTL is bounded by the subtropical jet streams which vary seasonally both in their intensity and meridional position. Radiative transfer models show that in a cloud-free TTL, water vapor is the most important contributor to the radiation balance. Together with carbon dioxide and ozone, net radiative heating dominates above 15 (±0.5) km whereas radiative cooling dominates below this level of balanced radiation budget (Gettelman et al., 2004). An air parcel is therefore forced to ascend (descend) above (below) this level that is considered a borderline for UT-LS exchange. However, the presence of clouds significantly modifies the balance. Corti et al. (2005) fed their radiative transfer calculations with climatological and lidar cloud cover records and concluded that there is “considerable uncertainty concerning the influence of clouds on the radiative energy budget due to limited information on cloud vertical structure and optical depth”. This is particularly true for cirrus and subvisible cirrus. Spaceborne lidar observations could help reduce this uncertainty.

Although recent trajectory analyses consolidate the common understanding that tropospheric air primarily enters the stratosphere in the tropics (Fueglistaler et al., 2004), important details of this transport process remain uncertain. Various processes are supposed to be responsible for troposphere-to-stratosphere transport hydrating the stratosphere: (1) large scale slow ascent in the TTL with subsequent quasi-isentropic transport towards the poles (the Brewer-Dobson circulation). (2) Deep convection overshooting the level of neutral buoyancy, especially found over land, over central Africa, Indonesia and South America (Liu and Zipser, 2005). For example, Chaboureau et al. (2007) describe the observation and simulation of an extreme event with very high vertical windspeed that occurred during TROCCINOX in Brazil. (3) Turbulent diffusion at the subtropical jet stream borders of the TTL and in the outflow regions of large-scale convective systems where horizontal and vertical gradients of wind and water vapor exist (Konopka et al., 2007). The contribution of each of these processes to the total transport is uncertain. It is furthermore not clear whether other processes such
as deep convection or jet streams at mid-latitudes do contribute, too. Dehydration by freeze-drying at the tropical cold point tropopause limits the humidity in the LS and generates geometrically and optically thin cirrus. Little is known about the global cover, the nucleation processes and the characteristics of its particles (Luo et al., 2003; Peter et al., 2003 and 2006; Kärcher, 2004).

One reason for the lack in understanding is the fact that water vapor measurements are sparse because of instrumental and observational shortcomings. Instrumental shortcomings arise from the challenging thermodynamical conditions in the UT/LS. It is well known that the current radiosonde observational network fails to deliver accurate water vapor profiles in the UT/LS. But also sophisticated instrumentation on research aircraft or balloons is subject to malfunction and requires permanent calibration and validation efforts. Observational shortcomings aggravate the situation. For example, Kley et al. (1997) point out that observations can easily suffer a dry bias simply because most of the useful data stem from convection-free regions. Within deep convection, aircraft measurements are rare, balloons are destroyed or expelled from the core, and satellites cannot see through the anvil. Spaceborne passive remote sensors can potentially overcome the spatial and temporal limitations of ground or air-based instruments and provide long-term, global data down to the mid-troposphere. However, their skill to measure humidity in the tropics is severely reduced by the abundance of cirrus clouds and the coarse resolution in view of the fact that UT water vapor is highly variable in space and time. This also complicates instrument and model intercomparisons.

It was consequently time to carry out an experiment with a focus on water vapor in this particular region. The Tropical Convection, Cirrus and Nitrogen Oxides Experiment (TROCCINOX; www.pa.op.dlr.de/troccinox) in 2004 and 2005 in Brazil had two general objectives: (1) improve the knowledge on lightning produced nitrogen oxides in tropical thunderstorms by quantification of the produced amounts, by comparison to other major sources and by assessment of their global impact (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007); (2) improve the knowledge on the occurrence of other trace gases including water vapor and particles (ice crystals and aerosols) in the UT/LS in connection with
tropical deep convection as well as large scale upwelling motions. More specifically, TROCCINOX attempted to answer the following five questions: (1) what is the impact of tropical deep convection on the balance and distribution of nitrogen oxides and other trace gases? (2) How do troposphere-stratosphere exchange processes contribute to the amount of water vapor entering the stratosphere? (3) What is the effect of tropical deep convection on the formation and distribution of aerosol particles? (4) What are the origins of cirrus clouds in the tropics and how do they affect air composition? (5) How do tracer correlations across the sub-tropical barrier look like quantitatively and what does that mean for transport between the tropical and mid-latitudinal stratosphere? TROCCINOX involved the use of microphysical, radiation transfer, chemistry, transport and climate models, as well as aircraft, balloon and space observations. It was coordinated with the EU project HIBISCUS which gathered additional observations from balloons (Pommereau et al., 2007). The present paper is related to the general objective (2) and the specific question (2).

Airborne lidar is an excellent tool to probe the UT/LS. The mobile platform can quickly reach regions of particular interest like the outflow of convective systems. Another main advantage, especially over ground-based systems is the vertical vicinity to the regions of interest which provides a considerable advance in terms of accuracy and spatial resolution. On global average, 99.8% (in the tropics 99.9%) of the total water vapor column is below 10 km altitude, so that ground-based remote sensing systems are nearly “blind” with respect to the UT/LS. The two-dimensional atmospheric cross sections of aerosol backscatter and water vapor complement and significantly go beyond conventional one-dimensional in-situ observations on balloons or aircraft. The DLR Falcon aircraft has windows in the fuselage bottom and top and is therefore an ideal platform for nadir and zenith profiling. With the lidar in zenith direction it was particularly successful in guiding the Geophysica into regions of interest such as sub-visible cirrus at the tropical tropopause during a series of EU-sponsored campaigns dedicated to UT/LS research. Airborne lidar with high accuracy and spatial resolution can shed light on UT/LS dynamics by using water vapor mixing ratio or background
aerosol as air mass tracers (Ehret et al., 1999; Flentje and Kiemle, 2003). In 1999 the DLR lidar detected horizontally extended, persistent, optically and geometrically very thin cirrus layers at the tropical tropopause in the Indian Ocean (Thomas et al., 2002; Peter et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2003). Presently no instrument other than airborne lidar is capable to detect comparably low optical depths on the order of $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-4}$ because of the aforementioned advantages in combination with the use of very low-noise self-designed detectors.

Since water vapor DIAL measurements in the UT/LS are novel, quality control is mandatory. Comparisons with other instruments are the only method for the validation and calibration of remote sensors that cannot be checked in a laboratory. In the lower troposphere the DLR DIAL was successfully validated in the frame of a recent intercomparison study: the results were found to lie within 5% of the average of all instruments (Behrendt et al., 2007). In another study tropospheric DIAL profiles obtained during the TROCCINOX transfer flights between Europe and Brazil were compared with ECMWF analyses. An evaluation of the model’s skill to reproduce tropical and subtropical water vapor fields gave an average moist bias of 0.6 and 11% for the model, relative to DIAL data from three transfer flights where the lidar was mounted nadir-viewing (Flentje et al., 2007). Finally, a recent study compared DLR DIAL profiles in the UT/LS from transfer flights between Europe and Australia to the SCOUT-O3 campaign (Stratospheric-Climate links with emphasis on the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere) with airborne microwave radiometer observations of stratospheric water vapor (Müller et al., 2008). They report very good agreement from the mid-latitudes to the tropics in the thin overlap region between 13 and 16 km altitude. The authors also find good agreement (3.3%±15% difference) with the Geophysica hygrometers FISH and FLASH that flew in parallel. More comprehensive UT/LS quality checks are lacking for DIAL, however. This is the motivation for the present study whose main purpose is to demonstrate the performance of airborne water vapor DIAL using carefully selected intercomparisons with other instruments.

In the next section we describe the water vapor DIAL, assess the instrument’s accu-
2 The airborne DLR water vapor DIAL

2.1 System characteristics

Differential absorption lidar is an appropriate technique for the remote sensing of atmospheric trace gases such as water vapor. A DIAL emits short light pulses into the atmosphere at two distinct wavelengths. The online wavelength is tuned to the center of a molecular water vapor absorption line. For the UT/LS region suitably strong and temperature-insensitive absorption lines are found in the near-infrared around 940 nm. The offline wavelength is the reference and contains information on the aerosol load and cloud cover of the probed atmosphere. The combination of both on- and offline return signals gives a profile of the water vapor molecule number density as function of the distance from the lidar. The DLR DIAL system transmitter is based on an injection-seeded optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pumped by the second harmonic of a Q-switched, diode-pumped single-mode running Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 100 Hz. Injection seeding by a single-mode running external cavity diode laser ensures that the online spectral bandwidth is an order of magnitude narrower than the width (∼1.5 GHz) of the water vapor absorption line in the UT/LS. The laser is stabilized by a computer controlled feedback loop based on a transmission measurement of the seed laser beam that is coupled into a multi-pass absorption cell filled with water vapor. The cell also controls the wavelength calibration on a pulse-by-pulse basis and the quantity of laser energy lying within the spectral bandwidth, the laser’s spectral purity, that amounts to 99.4% on in-flight average (Poberaj et al., 2002).

The OPO has an average output power of 1.2 W and is tunable in the spectral region
between 920–950 nm. This allows taking advantage of absorption lines of different strength as a function of water vapor concentration and flight altitude, in order to adapt to the highly varying concentrations in the UT and to optimize the vertical range of the measurements. The in-flight switch from one absorption line to the other took only about one minute including the time needed to find the new line and to stabilize the laser. This considerable tunable system advantage was used for the first time during TROCCINOX. Table 1 lists the three absorption lines used in this study, as well as the main system parameters. APD detectors with self-designed, low-noise and high-linearity amplifiers for the 940 nm signals are one of the key components that guarantee the system’s excellent performance. Additional detectors at 532 nm and 1064 nm do polarization-sensitive backscatter measurements for aerosol and cloud particle characterization. On-board quicklooks display two-dimensional aerosol backscatter cross sections in real-time. This is essential both for direct quality check and for the detection of interesting atmospheric regions to redirect the flight route or to guide another aircraft. All data are stored on tape and disks together with important system and aircraft parameters. A significant portion of the data evaluation process is devoted to quality control: profiles with too high noise level or with laser spectral purity lower than 98% are discarded before averaging.

The effective absorption cross section in the DIAL equation is computed with a spectrally highly resolved radiation transfer code (Ehret et al., 1999), with the line parameters from the HITRAN 2004 database (Rothman et al., 2005), and with pressure and temperature profiles of the appropriate (tropical or mid-latitudes) standard atmosphere. The use of a standard profile is uncritical because the pressure and temperature sensitivity of the selected absorption lines is low, as will be shown in the following subsection. The main reason for using standard atmospheres was the lack of reliable profiles in the vicinity of the DIAL measurements. The standard atmosphere also provides the air density to convert the water vapor molecule number density measured by DIAL into volume mixing ratio, the common unit in the UT/LS. The typical pressure and temperature variations encountered in this study, addressed in the next section, lead to air
density and hence conversion fluctuations of $\sim 2\%$. This number includes the pressure and temperature dependencies of the selected absorption lines. The DIAL radiation transfer code has a number of additional indispensable tasks: (1) it accounts for the spectral Doppler broadening of the return signals by molecular scattering known as the Rayleigh Doppler effect (Ansmann and Bösenberg, 1987). (2) The laser stabilizing feedback loop works with the online wavelength slightly shifted off the absorption line center by $\sim 250$ MHz or $0.0083 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (Poberaj et al., 2002). The code corrects this shift that would result in a considerable dry bias of 4% (12%) at 8 (16) km altitude if not corrected. (3) For the offline measurements the laser is run in an unseeded mode at a spectral bandwidth (FWHM) of 90 GHz or $3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. The code includes the absorption by water vapor lines within this span. (4) The code can correct the laser spectral impurity if the spectral line shape of the online pulse is known. As shown in the next section this effect is small in the UT/LS.

2.2 Accuracy evaluation

Table 2 gives an overview of the DIAL accuracy in the present study. The HITRAN 2004 database (Rothman et al., 2005) assigns to all three water vapor absorption lines of Table 1 an absorption cross section accuracy of 2–5%. This represents a constant bias for each line that can be reduced as soon as more accurate line parameters become available. Uncertainties in other line parameters like air and self broadening are comparably small. To evaluate the contribution of individual instrumental and retrieval-related effects to the overall DIAL accuracy a sensitivity analysis was undertaken. A representative UT/LS water vapor profile (from Fig. 3) served as reference. It was close in space and time with the SF1 balloon ascent discussed in Sect. 3.1 that provided water vapor, pressure and temperature profiles. The DIAL radiation transfer code was repeated with realistic variations of critical DIAL retrieval input parameters, whereby only one parameter was varied at the same time. The relative differences between the reference and variation runs are displayed in Fig. 1 and vertically averaged listed in Table 2. The correction of the Rayleigh Doppler effect is the most important accuracy
aspect. The backscatter ratio, the ratio of total (aerosol plus molecular) to molecular backscatter coefficients, is the critical input parameter for the Rayleigh Doppler effect correction and can be determined by lidar inversion of the offline backscatter profiles. It amounts to 1.5 in the reference profile composed of background aerosol without clouds, i.e. 33% aerosol contribution to the total scatter at 940 nm, nearly constant between 8 and 16 km. In a worst case scenario assuming no aerosol at all (backscatter ratio=1.0) the bias would amount to 3–5% between 8 and 16 km, increasing with altitude. Approximately the same bias with inverse sign would result if instead of using the true value of 1.5 one would erroneously apply a backscatter ratio of 2.0 for the correction of the Rayleigh Doppler effect. In case of no correction at all, a bias of 5–9% between 8 and 16 km would result in the clear-air situation of this analysis (not shown). Note that the Rayleigh Doppler effect may generate larger deviations in the vicinity of aerosol concentration gradients or at the border of clouds, and the correction would require more sophisticated tools (Ansmann and Bösenberg, 1987). Since the study focuses on cloud-free profiles this is not relevant here.

Figure 1 shows that uncertainties in laser spectral purity contribute a bias of 1.0–1.4%. The reference value of 100% represents pure monochromatic laser radiation. The variation was run with a spectral purity of 99%. This is a realistic assumption since the worst case is 98%, profiles with lower spectral purity being discarded as explained above. The low bias by spectral impurity is due to the fact that the total water vapor optical depth at the online wavelength in the UT/LS is only ~0.3, even when using the strong absorption line, because of the low water vapor concentrations. Figure 1 has an interruption at 11.5 km altitude where the measurement switches between the strong and the medium absorption line of Table 1. The strongest jump occurs in the variation run of the spectral purity because this bias is measurement-range dependent. We see that both absorption lines exhibit very small temperature dependencies. Realistic variations of the air temperature and pressure were estimated from a comparison of tropical radiosonde data at 200 hPa (~12 km) during the campaign and were found to lie within ±2 K and ±4 hPa. The resulting vertically averaged sensitivities of 0.2% and
1.4%, respectively, are due to spectroscopic temperature and pressure dependencies and due to the conversion from number density to mixing ratio in which the air density is needed. The temperature sensitivity is small because the effects partially cancel each other.

In addition to systematic uncertainties the DIAL profiles contain statistical uncertainties primarily due to detector and background light noise. This uncorrelated noise can be reduced by appropriate averaging. Since it is to good approximation Gaussian distributed, averaging over n profiles reduces the noise level by √n. Therefore the best strategy in homogeneous situations is to average over as many lidar profiles as possible. Zenith-pointing DIAL measurements suffer from a rapidly decreasing SNR with range or height, because molecular scattering, aerosol, and water vapor concentrations decrease roughly exponentially with height. This effect can be compensated by altitude-adapted smoothing. In this study, a linear increase with height of the vertical averaging window size was applied to all water vapor profiles in order to obtain a nearly constant noise level of approximately 3% on average. Consequently the vertical resolution degrades with height, with typical values of 200 m in the near-range (UT) to 1000 m in the far range (LS). Since the fluctuations of instrument noise, backscatter ratio, spectral purity, pressure and temperature are basically uncorrelated and random, it is possible to add them geometrically. The total DIAL accuracy amounts then to ~5%, plus a constant bias of 2–5% due to the absorption cross section uncertainty (cf. Table 2).

2.3 Measurement strategy and example: outflow of convection into the TTL

During TROCCINOX a main objective of the DLR Falcon aircraft with the DIAL on board was to profile the TTL water vapor and aerosol/cloud structures in the vicinity of deep convection and in clear sky, in order to learn more about the variability of water vapor in the TTL and the associated UT/LS transport processes. The Falcon was also equipped with in-situ trace gas analyzers to cover the other TROCCINOX objectives. The common strategy was to fly into and around thunderstorms, to serve as
a “pathfinder” for the Geophysica aircraft, to do coordinated measurements with that aircraft and with balloons, and to underfly ENVISAT for validation experiments. A particularly interesting case is documented in Fig. 2 where the water vapor anvil outflow of a convective system into the cloud-free TTL could be measured. During this survey and ENVISAT comparison flight on the morning of 3 March 2004 (see also Sect. 3.3), large-scale NO/NO\textsubscript{y} enhancement was measured in the region of predicted lightning NO\textsubscript{x} outflow, and enhanced volatile condensation nuclei were encountered. The lidar backscatter at 532 and 1064 nm reveals a persistent layer with low depolarization ratio and high color ratio between 12 and 14.5 km altitude. The depolarization ratio is the ratio of perpendicular to parallel (same polarization plane as the laser) detected signals and allows the discrimination between spherical (no depolarization; e.g. liquid droplets) and non-spherical particles (e.g. ice crystals). The color ratio is the ratio of backscatter coefficients at 532 and 1064 nm. It allows a rough size discrimination between particles that are smaller than the wavelength (Rayleigh regime: color ratio >1) and larger particles where geometrical optics apply (color ratio ∼1). Consequently the lidar measurements suggest the presence of small (<1 µm) spherical particles which corroborates the in-situ results.

Figure 2 shows a distinct ∼200 m thin humid layer that extends ∼40 km out of the main convective air plume in an altitude of 12.7 km, embedded in the layer with the small spherical particles. Cirrus clouds with high depolarization and color ratio ∼1, i.e. ice crystals larger than 1 µm, pertaining to the thunderstorm anvil were detected by the lidar to the right (northwest) of Fig. 2 during the descent of the aircraft. They extended vertically between 12 and 14 km altitude and over 150 km in the horizontal. From these observations we conclude that the outflow was primarily directed horizontally and that the main convective activity was located about 100 km away from the outflow region displayed in Fig. 2. The DIAL measurement was made at 23°S within tropical air masses, ∼200 km to the northeast of a cold front approaching from southwest. The altitude of the convective outflow fits the expected range (10–14 km) of a climatology from Gettelman et al. (2004). Between 12.2 and 13 km we find an en-
hancement of the background TTL humidity (∼30 µmol/mol) by a factor of two to four across ∼100 km. Above the outflow between 13 and 13.7 km there is still ∼50% more humidity than in the left half of Fig. 2. The flight gave the opportunity to sample another thunderstorm anvil in the same region at similar altitude that did not show an enhancement of water vapor in its outflow region. Many tropical convective cells developed in the region in the afternoon of this day, and the Falcon performed a second flight to probe these with the in-situ instrumentation.

2.4 Comparison method

Intercomparisons during field experiments are an important means of quality control. Even if the “true” absolute value remains uncertain due to biases inherent to all instruments taking part in the intercomparison effort, at least an uncertainty range can be derived from the relative differences between the data. Helpful is the fact that the instruments compared here use physically different measurement principles, while DIAL relies on absorption characteristics of a few individual water vapor lines and is basically calibration-free. The zenith-viewing DIAL gave vertical profiles between approximately 200 m above the aircraft up to a maximum of 18 km altitude. The maximum range basically depends on the selected absorption line, the abundance of water vapor and the amount of solar background light, whereby night observations are more favorable. Profiles from in-situ instruments are obtained during ascents or descents of the platform they are mounted onto (aircraft or balloon). They are useful as long as the probed air mass is horizontally homogeneous within the profiled volume. The clear-air TTL is driven by slow ascending motion. Stratification dominates and horizontal water vapor gradients are on much larger spatial scales than vertical gradients. This is not the case in the vicinity of convective systems, as we can see in Fig. 2. For the intercomparisons the weather situation and the two-dimensional vertical DIAL cross-sections were analyzed to determine whether horizontal homogeneity was present or not. The water vapor variability between the DIAL and the in-situ profiles was estimated from the differences between DIAL profiles over a comparable distance. The fact that in our study no
instrument can be considered as an absolute reference has consequences for evaluating the relative differences between the instruments. We follow the neutral approach by Behrendt et al. (2007) and Flentje et al. (2007) and formulate:

\[
\delta_{H_2O}(h) = \frac{2(q_X(h) - q_{DIAL}(h))}{q_X(h) + q_{DIAL}(h)},
\]

whereby \( q(h) \) is the water vapor volume mixing ratio (in ppmv or \( \mu \)mol/mol) at the height \( h \). \( X \) stands for any of the instruments compared with DIAL. The mean of the relative differences \( \delta_{H_2O} \) over all heights gives the average bias between instrument \( X \) and the DIAL, and the corresponding standard deviation is a proxy for the accuracy of the comparison. It is a measure of scatter due to poor sampling, instrument noise or natural variability. In the UT, \( q \) roughly decreases exponentially with height. Hence relative instead of absolute differences are more appropriate. Note that the exponential \( q \) profile induces a wet bias when instruments have poor vertical resolution. However, the DIAL near-range resolution within this critical region is better than 500 m (see Sect. 2.2). In the far range where the DIAL resolution becomes worse the measurements are close to the hygropause or within the lower stratosphere where the altitude dependence is no longer exponential. Therefore, the DIAL vertical resolution is not expected to produce a bias.

3 Intercomparisons with other instruments

3.1 Comparisons with a balloon borne laser absorption spectrometer

In the frame of the HIBISCUS experiment a short-duration flight balloon (SF1) was launched on 16 February 2004 at 20:24 UT in Bauru, Brazil (Pommereau et al., 2007). On board was a near-infrared tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (TDLAS) from the UK National Physical Laboratory (Gardiner et al., 2005). The instrument uses an astigmatic Herriott cell to measure absorption over a path length of up to 101 m. Different versions of the instrument have been used for balloon-borne (van Aalst et
al., 2004) and aircraft-borne (Bradshaw et al., 2002) studies of atmospheric transport and mixing. Water vapor is detected in direct absorption mode by scanning over three main absorption lines between 7339.2 and 7341.3 cm$^{-1}$ (~1362.4 nm). The lines have different absorption cross sections to cope with the wide dynamic range required in the UT/LS. The data analysis was carried out using the HITRAN 2004 parameters (Rothman et al., 2005). The estimated measurement accuracy is 10% and the detection limit is 0.5 µmol/mol (Gardiner et al., 2005). The profile shown in Fig. 3 is from the balloon ascent up to 11 km. Unfortunately the instrument failed above that altitude.

The meteorological situation at the site of the balloon ascent (22 S, 49 W) was characterized by stable tropical air masses at the southern edge of the Bolivian anticyclone. The subtropical jet stream located to the south provided moderate upper level convergence and westerly wind. No upper level clouds or deep convection were observed. To measure background atmospheric parameters in clean air and do comparisons with the balloon the DLR Falcon made a coordinated flight. A descent of the aircraft performed at the same time as the balloon ascent at an average distance of 75 km gave five consecutive DIAL profiles between 5 and 16 km altitude using the medium and strong absorption lines of Table 1. Figure 3 shows good agreement (0.1% ±19%; computed with Eq. 1) with the TDLAS between 8 and 11 km where the tropospheric variability was ~20%. The standard deviation of 19% can mainly be explained by this variability that was estimated from the relative differences between DIAL profiles separated by an equivalent distance. Below 8 km the tropospheric variability becomes too large for intercomparisons. Note the excellent vertical overlap between all successive DIAL profiles of the Falcon descent, in particular at 11 km where the switch between the medium and the strong line occurred. This corroborates the high DIAL accuracy since each profile represents an independent measurement. The DIAL vertical resolution goes linearly from 100 m in 5 km to 1000 m in 15 km altitude. Unfortunately another intercomparison attempt (with the HIBISCUS SF3 balloon) failed because trajectory analyses revealed that strong winds had carried the air mass probed by the balloon too far away in a direction opposite to the Falcon flight path.
3.2 Comparisons with the Geophysica hygrometers

A rigorous selection process to find the best intercomparison cases has to consider instrument particularities. For example, in-situ hygrometers may suffer from a wet bias during ascent because of memory effects. Hence for all comparisons with the Geophysica hygrometers, only profiles obtained during descents of the aircraft were used. Unfortunately most of the Geophysica descents were not collocated with DIAL profiles. In addition, opportunities were lost by instrument failures, horizontal water vapor gradients or cirrus clouds. This decreased nine potential intercomparison cases with Geophysica descents to five. The aircraft had three in-situ hygrometers on board for different tasks: while the FLASH instrument had a ventilated inlet that was oriented perpendicularly to the flight direction in order to measure the pure gas phase water, the FISH instrument “looked” into the flight direction and sampled total water using a heated inlet to evaporate liquid and ice particles. In addition, the Aircraft Condensation Hygrometer (ACH), a dew point mirror instrument, was supposed to provide a calibration-free water vapor reference for the Lyman-α hygrometers FLASH and FISH. However, it delivered reliable data in the stratosphere only after a considerable adjustment time (∼1 h; C. Schiller, personal communication) necessitating a constant flight level. It was not designed to respond to rapid humidity changes and therefore could not be used in the present study which is exclusively exploiting Geophysica descents that were performed within a shorter time frame. Comparisons with DIAL profiles on two such occasions revealed an ACH dry bias of 36%±14% between altitudes of 12 and 16 km, clearly indicative of a too long response time.

The Fluorescent Advanced Stratospheric Hygrometer (FLASH; Sitnikov et al., 2007) applies a method based on the photo-dissociation of the H$_2$O molecule when exposed to radiation at a wavelength of 121.6 nm (the Lyman-α hydrogen emission) provided by a hydrogen discharge lamp. The generated electronically excited OH radical relaxes to ground state by fluorescence as well as by collision with air molecules. The OH fluorescence ranges within 308–316 nm, passes a narrowband interference filter, and is
detected with a photomultiplier. The intensity of fluorescent light is directly proportional to the water vapor mixing ratio under stratospheric conditions. The instrument has to be calibrated. Long-term stability and calibration tests performed in the laboratory have demonstrated that the accuracy is <9% under stratospheric conditions. A recent inter-comparison study in the Arctic stratosphere with the balloon version showed agreement within the instrument’s accuracy (Vömel et al., 2007). The Fast In-situ Stratospheric Hygrometer (FISH) is based on the same photo-fragment fluorescence technique as FLASH but using a somewhat different design (Zöger et al., 1999). Calibration is performed before each flight with a calibration bench simulating UT/LS mixing ratios and a frost point hygrometer as reference. The overall accuracy is 6%. The forward-facing inlet allows for a sampling of total water, i.e. the sum of gas-phase and condensed H₂O with an enhanced sampling efficiency for particles. The instrument is used on balloon and aircraft since almost two decades and has been compared to various other in-situ hygrometers and remote-sensing instruments (e.g. Kley et al., 2000).

Figure 4 shows the results of all five Geophysica-DIAL intercomparisons. The apparent heterogeneity reflects the high variability between tropical and mid-latitudes. Table 3 lists all results in detail. The first opportunity for intercomparison was on 18 January 2005 during a test flight in southern Germany where both aircraft followed a 100 km long “race-track” pattern at the same time. In order to obtain a nearly noise-free profile up to 18 km the DIAL profiles were averaged over 36 minutes (391 km) along that pattern. The mean distance between all averaged DIAL profiles and the Geophysica descent performed along the same track was 32 km, giving the best co-location of the study. Figure 4a shows that pure stratospheric air with low (∓5%) variability was sampled in the vertical range between 11.6 and 18 km, as expected in a stable mid-latitude winter situation. The variability was estimated from the DIAL data by computing the average relative differences (after Eq. 1) between all individual DIAL profiles separated by 32 km, in order to obtain a proxy for the variability expected at the mean distance to the Geophysica. The profiles of the relative differences FLASH-DIAL and FISH-DIAL computed following Eq. (1) oscillate within ±20% and the vertically averaged differ-
ences are within ±6% (see Table 3). This is close to the natural variability and to the accuracy of any of the three instruments and represents an excellent result in very dry air (3–4 µmol/mol mixing ratio).

The second intercomparison opportunity occurred two days later at the end of the first transfer flight to Brazil shortly before both aircraft landed for a stopover in Spain. Both aircraft were co-located, but since the DIAL did not operate during the Falcon descent, the center of the DIAL profiles averaged over 10 min (132 km) was 312 km to the northeast of the Geophysica descent. Horizontal variability is estimated to ±10% by the DIAL two-dimensional water vapor measurements across that distance. While again most of the discrepancies can be explained by this natural variability and good agreement with FLASH is found, FISH shows higher values below 13 km and above 15.5 km. The reason is the presence of subvisible cirrus below 13 km and a distinct background stratospheric aerosol layer above 15.5 km, both visible in the lidar backscatter profiles. Ice particles increased the total water sampled by FISH, whereas FLASH only measured the gas phase. The cirrus is embedded in a layer of high relative humidity close to the cold point tropopause, as observed by the small separation between the mixing ratio and the ice saturation profiles in Fig. 4b. During the campaign in Brazil we unfortunately found only one Geophysica intercomparison opportunity with limited value, because this kind of validation was not a priority of the TROCCINOX experiment. On 15 February 2005 the Geophysica made a “dive” in the eastern part of a local research flight to obtain vertical profiles in a region where thunderstorms had formed the day before. It was 101 km away from the center of the DIAL profiles averaged over 18 min (216 km) and measured at the same time. We find the DIAL values on average ~18% more humid than the two Geophysica hygrometers and attribute this to moderate heterogeneity of the water vapor field as expected when probing thunderstorms remnants. It is likely that the natural variability of 8% deduced from the DIAL 2-d cross section is underestimated here because the Falcon did not follow the Geophysica into the region with high variability. The heterogeneity increases considerably below 13.3 km (DIAL observes more humidity), thus restricting the useful comparison range to ~2 km in
The last two intercomparison occasions were on the transfer back from Brazil on 27 February 2005 during Geophysica descents before landing. Due to logistical reasons there was no exact coincidence in space and time. The two-dimensional DIAL cross sections show horizontal variability of ±20% and ±24% over the ~100 km average distance between the probed air masses. Unfortunately the FISH instrument failed just before the first descent, so that only FLASH could be compared to DIAL in Fig. 4d. We find DIAL more humid by 21%, but large scatter in the differences that can be attributed to natural variability below 14 km and to instrument noise dominating above. In particular, the FLASH time series oscillates between 2 and 3 µmol/mol before and during the Geophysica descent down to 14 km, which is perceptible as scatter in the corresponding mixing ratio profile of Fig. 4d. The last intercomparison opportunity is limited by high DIAL instrument noise that lowers the profile top to 13.2 km. We find good agreement within ±10% on average with FISH and FLASH, well within the natural variability. In conclusion, the first intercomparison (Fig. 4a) is by far the best one due to both the smallest distance between compared profiles (32 km) and the smallest atmospheric water vapor heterogeneity (5%). This coincides with the best agreement found between DIAL, FISH and FLASH (±6%). Nevertheless the investigation of subtropical and tropical profiles is useful to verify the behavior of the DIAL in other climates, even if conditions as good as in Fig. 4a were not encountered any more. Figure 5 shows that there is no significant altitude dependent bias in the overall results. When the differences are averaged vertically, best agreement and lowest scatter (−3% ±8%; see Table 3) is found in the four comparisons with the FISH instrument. Good agreement (−8%±14%) and moderate scatter is observed for the five comparisons with FLASH. These values are well within the instruments' accuracies. Despite the small number of cases and the overall average distance of 129 km between the probed air masses we find satisfying agreement at low standard deviation between DIAL, FISH and FLASH over a variety of UT/LS situations ranging from the mid-latitudes to the tropics. This
corroborates the results of the DIAL sensitivity study in Sect. 2.2 and the excellent agreement of the best intercomparison opportunity in Fig. 4a.

3.3 Comparisons with MIPAS onboard ENVISAT

The Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) is a high-resolution limb-viewing Fourier transform spectrometer onboard ESA’s polar sun-synchronous orbiting ENVISAT mission. It observes the Earth’s radiance in the mid-infrared region with a spectral range of 4.15–14.6 μm (685–2410 cm\(^{-1}\)) at a spectral resolution of 0.035 cm\(^{-1}\) and a 3×30 km field of view. It makes 14 orbits per day and collects radiance spectra that contain information on at least 25 atmospheric constituents including clouds and aerosols, from 68 to 6 km with a vertical sampling of 3 km in the lower part (Fischer et al., 2007). MIPAS was operated in its specified high resolution mode until end of March 2004 when an instrument failure forced the interruption of the measurements. MIPAS resumed its operation in a reduced spectral resolution mode in January 2005, now providing radiance profiles with 0.0625 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral resolution at a vertical sampling of 1.5 km in the UT/LS range, which, in general, leads to a better vertical resolution of the retrieved trace gas profiles. Limb emission spectra are highly influenced by clouds that emit, absorb and scatter radiation over a broad range of wavelengths, resulting in inaccurate trace gas concentrations. Therefore, a cloud detection algorithm has been applied to allow identification of cloud-free profiles according to Spang et al. (2004) but using a cloud index of 4 which provides higher sensitivity to thin clouds. Finally, the radiance spectra (level 1b data) are used to obtain level 2 vertical profiles for pressure, temperature and numerous trace species including water vapor. For the comparisons presented here we use version V3O_H2O_13 for the 2004 data (MIPAS high spectral resolution mode) and V4O_H2O_202 for the 2005 data (MIPAS reduced spectral resolution mode) produced by the Institut für Meteorologie und Klimaforschung, Karlsruhe, Germany. Only data with the “visibility flag” set were used. The MIPAS profiles are provided on a 1-km vertical grid and have a vertical resolution of 2 to 4 km. The estimated standard deviation from random error due to measurement...
noise is about 3% in the UT/LS. The total precision including measurement noise and all randomly varying parameter errors is 5–25% in the UT/LS, the line-of-sight pointing uncertainty being the dominating error source (Milz et al., 2005). Systematic errors are introduced by uncertainties of spectroscopic data (10%). This gives an overall accuracy of 11–27%.

Dedicated ENVISAT validation flights were performed with the DLR Falcon during TROCCINOX in 2004 and 2005. Although the aircraft flight path and timing was planned accordingly, logistical and meteorological issues occasionally biased these efforts. A thorough selection of optimum comparison opportunities on the base of meteorological analyses and satellite cloud images left over four cloud-free cases and two cases where cirrus had formed by the time the DIAL performed its measurements. Since both the DIAL and the MIPAS profiles have an altitude-dependent vertical resolution, comparisons are not straightforward. Rodgers and Connor (2003) were the first to dig into this problem and recommended comparing only total columns, which we find not satisfactory. We prefer to show the profiles as they are and argue that the vertically averaged differences listed in Table 3 are to first order equivalent to the differences between total columns. Since the spatial and temporal co-location was not as good as with the Geophysica profiles, forward or backward trajectories using the NOAA HYSPLIT online transport model (Draxler and Rolph, 2003) helped to select the closest MIPAS profiles and to estimate the average distance to the DIAL measurements. Cases with distances larger than meso-scales (500 km) were rejected. This reduced the total number of intercomparison opportunities from originally eleven, to six. Forward trajectories were run when the DIAL flew later than the ENVISAT overpass, backward trajectories in the opposite case. The trajectory start point was set to the place and time of the MIPAS profile under investigation. Trajectories starting at 12, 14 and 16 km altitude and ending at the time of the DIAL measurements were plotted onto a map with the DIAL flight track in order to obtain an overview of the flow situation. This enabled both the altitude-dependent selection of the best coincident DIAL profiles and the assessment of the spatial separation between the probed air masses.
The first good intercomparison opportunity was on 17 February 2004 and is illustrated in Fig. 6a. The Falcon performed a north-south flight parallel to the ENVISAT footprint, at \(\sim 150\) km to the east of it and 5–8 h after the overpass. The meteorological situation in the region was characterized by upper level westerly flow at the southern edge of the Bolivian anticyclone. Air masses affected by tropical convection in the northern part of the flight (dashed and dotted DIAL profiles) contrasted with drier conditions prevailing in the southern part (solid line in Fig. 6a). The contrast also appears in the radiosonde profiles. The flight’s scientific objective was to penetrate the convergence zone over the Brazilian highland to the north and to measure cirrus clouds and the flow of nitrogen oxides within this convective region. The westerly flow is observed both in the satellite images and the trajectory analyses and the north-south contrast is well captured by the DIAL. The dotted profile, sampling aged convection outflow, overlaps with the ice saturation profile from the northern radiosonde. This is consistent with the lidar observation of widespread anvil cirrus clouds in this region. The MIPAS observation occurred within a cloud-free radius of \(\sim 100\) km in the morning (13:27 UT) over the center part of the later Falcon flight. During the 5–8 h that lay between the satellite observation and the flight the probed air mass moved eastwards. All three DIAL profiles, extending in total across 835 km, were used for the comparison. The average air mass distance was 250 km as estimated from forward trajectory analyses. We find good agreement between MIPAS and DIAL between 10 and 17 km (within 13% on vertical average; see Table 3).

A more cloud-free and dry situation was encountered on 27 February 2004 where upper level winds from the southwest were present at the southern edge of the Bolivian anticyclone. Both DIAL (09:13–10:05 UT) and MIPAS (13:13 and 13:14 UT) measured in cloud-free conditions. At the end of the flight the Falcon made a stepwise descent that gave the opportunity to probe the middle and upper troposphere down to 4 km altitude across a length of 310 km. Figure 6b shows the MIPAS intercomparison using five DIAL profiles, and Fig. 8 the full composite of eight individual profiles between altitudes of 4 and 16 km, overlapping nearly perfectly. The backward trajectory analyses...
revealed that two MIPAS profiles (squares and crosses in Fig. 6b) lay within a 500 km radius of the DIAL probed air mass. Atmospheric homogeneity was high: the solid and dotted DIAL profiles of Figure 6b agree well although being ∼250 km apart. The mean distance between all ten MIPAS-DIAL profile pairs is 340 km. Overall, MIPAS is on average 38% more humid above 12 km, with better agreement below, resulting in a general difference of ∼18%.

On the morning of 3 March 2004 the Falcon performed a survey and ENVISAT validation flight in a region subject to tropical convection. In the range of an upper ridge axis of the Bolivian anticyclone, tropical air masses spread into the area ahead of an approaching cold front over Argentina. Instability was sufficient and scattered thunderstorms developed during the day. The MIPAS overpass was at 01:09 UT, about 12 h earlier than the DIAL measurements, already discussed in Sect. 2.3. MIPAS profiled a region ahead of the front, off the Brazilian coast and free of clouds within a radius of 400 km. The forward trajectories show that southerly winds between 12 and 16 km altitude carried this air mass ahead of the front to a region located 400 km to the east of the region the solid DIAL profile of Fig. 6c comes from. The two other DIAL profiles are sampling fresh convection outflow and hence are found approaching the ice saturation profiles from three nearby radiosondes. In particular, the dashed line shows the average profile across Fig. 2. Since these two profiles represent recent convection outflow that occurred after the MIPAS measurement, they are not used for comparison. The natural variability found in the DIAL data across a 400 km north-south flight leg accounts for 10–20% difference. The west-east variability was probably larger due to the ∼200 km distant cold front approaching from the southwest, but additional observations to support this hypothesis are lacking. This could be the reason for the relatively large discrepancy where MIPAS is on average 45% drier than the solid DIAL profile. Two days later, on 5 March 2004, the DLR Falcon performed a west-east flight at around 18:00 UT in entirely cloud-free conditions with weak westerly flow at upper levels, again at the southern edge of the Bolivian anticyclone. The probed air masses were stable and not affected by convection. The MIPAS profile at 01:47 UT, 16 h earlier, was also
cloud free. Weak flow above 14 km altitude led to an average intercomparison distance of 450 km as estimated by forward trajectory analyses. Figure 6d displays two DIAL profiles with excellent overlap at 12 km altitude, and one MIPAS profile above 14 km. Despite the relatively large temporal and spatial distance, fair agreement (MIPAS 25% more humid) is found with the upper-level DIAL profile (solid) over a small (2 km) vertical overlap range.

During the TROCCINOX campaign in 2005, two clear-sky intercomparison opportunities with much better temporal overlap than in 2004 were identified. On 14 February, two MIPAS profiles at ∼13:18 UT were well co-located in time and space with four fully overlapping DIAL profiles between 13:30 and 14:30 UT (Fig. 6e). The latter were measured across ∼400 km during a north-south flight, and the average intercomparison distance was 300 km. Although the DIAL data suggest homogeneity, we find MIPAS drier below 13 km and above 15 km, leading to an average difference of ∼28%. On the next day the best agreement in time and space was achieved, the DIAL measurements between 11:50 and 12:35 UT being on average 150 km to the northwest of the MIPAS profile measured at 12:48 UT. Again, the perfect match between both DIAL profiles (solid and dotted) suggests atmospheric homogeneity, but in this case both DIAL profiles were co-located. However, homogeneity across the 150 km distance between the DIAL and the MIPAS profile locations was worse. This is discussed in Sect. 3.2 where the dotted DIAL profile of Fig. 6f was judged against the Geophysica hygrometers. The comparison of Figs. 4c and 6f reveals that the MIPAS profile fits better with the FISH and FLASH instruments. This is not surprising given the fact that the Geophysica descent at 12:20 UT was perfectly co-located with the MIPAS profile. In this part of the flight, a region where thunderstorms had formed the day before, the Falcon unfortunately did not follow the Geophysica. This explains the heterogeneity and the large difference of –82% found between the DIAL and MIPAS profiles. This last example highlights the general intercomparison difficulty: despite the best co-location with MIPAS, water vapor variability, difficult to quantify, led to the largest deviations of the study. The recommendation that can also be drawn from the Geophysica comparisons is to
imperatively organize future intercomparisons in more homogeneous situations with better co-location.

Figure 7 gives an overview of the intercomparisons with MIPAS by displaying all relative differences between individual profile pairs. The scatter can be attributed to atmospheric heterogeneity and to the relatively large average distances between probed air masses, mainly due to the large time difference between the measurements (six hours on average). Table 3 shows that the average distances are about 2.5 times larger and the standard deviations of the differences roughly 3 times larger than in the comparisons with the Geophysica hygrometers. All vertically averaged relative differences between MIPAS and DIAL amount to $-8.3\pm48.5\%$. Above 12 km the value improves to $-3.2\pm48.8\%$ and no significant altitude dependent bias is found. Despite the large scatter and standard deviations, the good average agreement of these comparison experiments seems to indicate that MIPAS is capable of measuring well the water vapor mixing ratio in the tropical UT/LS, in particular above 12 km altitude.

4 Discussion of the DIAL profiles

The intercomparisons of the previous section, particularly the case of Fig. 4a in which the comparison conditions and the resulting agreement are excellent, give confidence into the DIAL results and corroborate the findings of the DIAL sensitivity study in Sect. 2.2. The measurements are obviously very valuable to characterize the water vapor distribution both in the vicinity of deep convection and in clear sky, in order to gain more insight into the variability of water vapor in the TTL and the associated UT/LS transport processes. The vertical cross section of convective outflow in Fig. 2 is an outstanding example of the capability of airborne DIAL to sample interesting, complex situations with high accuracy and spatial resolution. Figure 8 gives an overview of all 35 DIAL profiles used in this paper. The profiles, obtained using the weak, medium and strong absorption lines of Table 1, cover an altitude region from 4 to 18 km and water vapor mixing ratios from 2.5 to 4000 $\mu$mol/mol, i.e. spanning more than three orders of
magnitude. While the extra-tropical northern-hemispheric profiles (35–48 N) between 11 and 15 km clearly cluster on the dry side, the tropical profiles scatter across a large range up to the ice saturation values in cases where the DIAL measured in between cirrus clouds and in convective outflow, particularly on 3 March 2004. The largest humidity scatter is observed between 11 and 15 km altitude where the mixing ratios are seen to vary by a factor of 10–20, not counting the extra-tropical profiles. This represents obviously the level of main convective outflow observed during the flights, leading to large variability as seen in Fig. 2. The altitude range fits well the climatology (10–14 km) by Gettelman et al. (2004) and represents the lower TTL bound. Above 14 km altitude the scatter between profiles decreases significantly. Below 10 km, tropospheric air is clearly characterized by high humidity and variability.

Above 16 km altitude the five DIAL profiles covering latitudes between 22 S and 48 N have clearly stratospheric character: they are nearly vertically constant and range between 3–6 μmol/mol. The profile in 48 N exhibits intermediate stratospheric values of ~4 μmol/mol. The driest air (~2.5 μmol/mol) is found in the tropics between 15 and 16 km. This hygropause altitude is about 1–2 km lower than the cold point tropopause located on average at 17 km, identified in Fig. 8 by the altitude of the minimum ice saturation mixing ratios derived from the radiosonde temperature profiles. Notice finally that in the TTL between 11 and 16 km most profiles are quasi straight lines. Instead of a distinct air mass boundary, as is the extra-tropical tropopause, we observe here a smooth, exponentially-shaped transition of the water vapor mixing ratio from tropospheric to stratospheric values. This confirms the existence of a transition layer, the tropical tropopause layer (TTL), underneath the cold point tropopause.

5 Conclusions

The first airborne water vapor differential absorption lidar measurements in the tropical upper troposphere and the mid-latitudes lower stratosphere are characterized by high accuracy (~5%) and spatial resolution (2 km horizontal, 0.2 to 1 km vertical res-
Intercomparisons with Lyman-alpha in-situ hygrometers at exact co-location show excellent agreement (<6% relative differences on average) in the mid-latitudes’ lower stratosphere between 11.6 and 18 km altitude, well within the instruments’ accuracies. An extension of the intercomparisons to five cases in the subtropics and the tropics gives an overall good agreement (<9%) between 8.3 and 17.5 km altitude, even if these are not exactly co-located and subject to atmospheric water vapor fluctuations. The DIAL has no significant altitude- or latitude-dependent bias. Comparisons with the MIPAS instrument on ENVISAT give good agreement (MIPAS on average 8% drier than DIAL) at however lower statistical significance due to poorer comparison conditions, especially larger distances between the probed air masses. Research flights of the DLR Falcon and the Russian M-55 Geophysica during the TROCCINOX campaigns in 2004 and 2005, and the corresponding coordinated transfer flights between Germany and Brazil provided the data base for this study. The results demonstrate the potential of DIAL to provide accurate water vapor profiles in the UT/LS region. The purpose is to gain more insight into the TTL processes responsible for the transport of water vapor into the stratosphere.

The two-dimensional atmospheric cross sections of aerosol backscatter and water vapor mixing ratio complement and significantly go beyond one-dimensional in-situ observations on balloons or aircraft. This is impressively shown by a DIAL measurement example in which the anvil outflow of a convective system was observed with high spatial resolution. It augmented the ambient TTL humidity by a factor of two to four. The overview of all 35 DIAL profiles between 48 N and 22 S used in the present study reveals that the TTL was located between 11 and 16 km. The individual profiles show large scatter by reason of the measurement strategy that consisted in probing either the clear-air background or convective outflow events. Most profiles have a smooth exponential transition from tropospheric to stratospheric humidity, characteristic for the TTL. The tropical hygropause had a minimum mixing ratio of ~2.5 µmol/mol and lay between 15 and 16 km altitude which was 1 to 2 km lower than the local cold point tropopause observed by radiosondes. Future work will be dedicated to the exploitation of addi-
ditional water vapor profiles gained during the SCOUT-O3 campaign in 2005 in Darwin, Australia. About 90% cloud cover by optically thin cirrus was encountered there. This will require a separate investigation on the accuracy of the DIAL measurements within cirrus.
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Table 1. DLR water vapor differential absorption lidar (DIAL) system characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIAL System Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter type</td>
<td>OPO&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse energy (mJ)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition rate (Hz)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth on-/offline (GHz)</td>
<td>0.14/90&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral purity</td>
<td>&gt;99%&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong absorption line (nm)</td>
<td>935.6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium absorption line (nm)</td>
<td>935.6083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak absorption line (nm)</td>
<td>935.5612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope diameter (cm)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector type</td>
<td>APD&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sampling rate (MHz)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-D converter depth (bit)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal resolution (m)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical resolution (m)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative accuracy (%)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Optical parametric oscillator.
<sup>b</sup> Poberaj et al., 2002.
<sup>c</sup> Avalanche photo diode.
<sup>d</sup> Resolution of the unprocessed raw data.
<sup>e</sup> Total from Table 2 for measurements between 8 and 16 km altitude.
Table 2. DIAL accuracy in the UT/LS. Data from Fig. 1 averaged between 8 and 16 km altitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water vapor absorption</td>
<td>HITRAN 2004</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh-Doppler effect</td>
<td>BSR=1.5</td>
<td>BSR=1.0</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser spectral purity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atm. pressure variation</td>
<td>balloon</td>
<td>4 hPa</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atm. temper. variation</td>
<td>profile</td>
<td>2 K</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument noise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total accuracy (RMS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Rothman et al., 2005. The more recent HITRAN 2006 release is very similar regarding the lines used here.

\(^{b}\) Ratio of total (aerosol plus molecular) to molecular backscatter coefficients.

\(^{c}\) No aerosol.

\(^{d}\) Constant offset with altitude assumed.

\(^{e}\) Without absorption cross section accuracy.
Table 3. Results of intercomparisons between the water vapor DIAL and vertical profiles from balloon, aircraft and satellite instruments. Relative differences computed after Eq. (1). Positive differences mean DIAL drier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>DIAL position</th>
<th>Meas. length</th>
<th>Altitude range</th>
<th>Average vert. res.</th>
<th>Average distance</th>
<th>Mean of relative differences see Fig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(UT)</td>
<td>(deg)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBISCUS balloon SF1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb. 2004</td>
<td>21:12</td>
<td>21.7 S</td>
<td>49.1 W</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.3-11.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jan. 2005</td>
<td>13:10</td>
<td>48.4 N</td>
<td>10.5 E</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>11.6-18.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jan. 2005</td>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>40.2 N</td>
<td>2.3 W</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>12.5-17.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>12:16</td>
<td>19.1 S</td>
<td>41.6 W</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>13.3-15.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>12:20</td>
<td>14.7 N</td>
<td>23.1 W</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>12.2-15.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>17:11</td>
<td>35.5 N</td>
<td>9.1 W</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>11.3-13.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geophysica aircraft</td>
<td>FLASH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Jan. 2005</td>
<td>13:10</td>
<td>48.4 N</td>
<td>10.5 E</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>11.6-18.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jan. 2005</td>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>40.2 N</td>
<td>2.3 W</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>12.5-17.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>12:16</td>
<td>19.1 S</td>
<td>41.6 W</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>13.3-15.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>12:20</td>
<td>14.7 N</td>
<td>23.1 W</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>12.2-15.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>17:11</td>
<td>35.5 N</td>
<td>9.1 W</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>11.3-13.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVISAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Feb. 2004</td>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>15-20 S</td>
<td>48.3 W</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>10.0-17.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Feb. 2004</td>
<td>09:40</td>
<td>22.2 S</td>
<td>50-53 W</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10.0-16.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 March 2004</td>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>19–24 S</td>
<td>44 W</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>13.0-17.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 March 2004</td>
<td>18:00</td>
<td>21.5 S</td>
<td>48–51 W</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>14.0-16.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>17-19 S</td>
<td>47.5 W</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>11.0-16.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Feb. 2005</td>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>19.5 S</td>
<td>40–44 W</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>12.0-16.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total averages</td>
<td>Geophysica aircraft</td>
<td>12.2-15.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>8.3%±14.0%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total averages</td>
<td>ENVISAT-MIPAS</td>
<td>11.7-16.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>−8.3%±48.5%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) For the DIAL measurements.

\( ^b \) Approximate distance between sampled air masses from trajectory analyses.

\( ^c \) Between 13 and 15.5 km altitude.

\( ^d \) Averages and standard deviations using all appropriate DIAL profiles. Weighting is proportional to altitude range.
**Fig. 1.** DIAL accuracy for two profiles of Fig. 3 obtained with the strong (above 11.5 km) and medium (below) absorption lines of Table 1. Sensitivities with respect to laser spectral impurity (solid), Rayleigh Doppler effect (dash-dotted), pressure (dashed) and temperature (dotted) are plotted versus altitude. The reference parameters and their variations are listed in Table 2.
Fig. 2. Vertical cut of DIAL water vapor volume mixing ratio through the anvil outflow of a deep convective system into the clear-sky TTL on 3 March 2004 at 13:06 UTC. The horizontal resolution is 2 km, the vertical 100 m (300 m) at the bottom (top). The thunderstorm was located ~100 km to the right.
Fig. 3. Comparison between DIAL profiles (solid) and the TDLAS (tunable diode laser; red dotted) hygrometer onboard the HIBISCUS SF1 balloon during its ascent on 16 February 2004 at 21 UTC. Water vapor volume mixing ratio (left) and relative differences (right) computed after Eq. (1). Between 8 and 11 km altitude the horizontal water vapor variability (yellow box) is estimated to ±20% from the DIAL data. Larger tropospheric variability below 8 km altitude and the failure of the TDLAS above 11 km limit the useful comparison range. Note the excellent overlap between individual subsequent DIAL profiles, confirming the high instrument’s accuracy.
Fig. 4. Comparison between DIAL (black), FISH (blue) and FLASH (red) profiles from Geophysica descents. Left: Water vapor volume mixing ratio and ice saturation from Geophysica temperature measurements with ±1 K uncertainty range for DIAL profile altitudes (light blue). Right: differences between DIAL and FISH (FLASH) in blue (red) computed after Eq. (1). Yellow boxes: water vapor variability estimated to ±5% (a), ±10% (b), ±8% (c), ±20% (d) and ±24% (e) from the DIAL.
Fig. 5. Overview of all relative differences from Fig. 4 between DIAL and FISH (FLASH) in blue (red); overall averages solid. The average profiles have discontinuities at altitudes where individual profiles stop. Above 15.5 (17.3) km altitude the average difference with FISH (FLASH) is from Fig. 4a only. Positive difference means DIAL drier. There is no significant altitude-dependent bias.
Fig. 6. Comparison between DIAL (thick lines) and ENVISAT/MIPAS (open squares and crosses); (a) and (c) represent cases where anvil cirrus was observed in the vicinity of the non-solid DIAL profiles; the other cases were cloud-free. Thin lines: ice saturation mixing ratio from near-by radiosonde temperature profiles (solid: Marte 23.5 S, 46.6 W; dotted: Galeao 22.8 S, 43.3 W; dashed: Campo Grande 20.5 S, 54.7 W; dash-dotted: Brasilia 15.9 S, 47.9 W; dash-triple-dotted: Confis 19.6 S, 43.6 W).
Fig. 7. Overview of relative differences between DIAL and ENVISAT/MIPAS from Fig. 6. The overall mean (black line) and standard deviation is $-8.3\% \pm 48.5\%$, above 12 km $-3.2\% \pm 48.8\%$. Negative difference means DIAL more humid.
**Fig. 8.** Overview of all 35 DIAL water vapor profiles used in the study (thick lines). Thin lines: ice saturation mixing ratio from near-by radiosonde temperatures. Tropical standard atmosphere mixing ratio (ice saturation) as thin solid (dashed) black line for comparison. Within 11 and 16 km a relatively smooth exponential transition from tropospheric to stratospheric humidity is observed. The hygropause with a minimum mixing ratio of \(\sim 2.5 \mu\text{mol/mol}\) is located between 15 and 16 km altitude, the cold point tropopause from the radiosonde temperatures at around 17 km.